Intuitive Vision · Spirited Design · Meaningful Living

Featured in Apartment Therapy & Awarded Designhounds
Interior Design Influencer of the Year

503.208.2997

:: angelatoddstudios.com

"Angela has created a wonderful
space for me to live and relax,
and as a businessman she’s
created an exceptional place for
me to entertain and conduct
meetings. Nobody walks through
my door without stepping back
to marvel at the simple beauty
and tasteful presentation she
has created.”
~ Donald Miller, New York
Times Best Selling Author &
CEO of StoryBrand

"If you are considering working with a
nationally recognized interior designer
influencer who is a natural on video,
Angela Todd would be an excellent
choice for your video influencer
marketing campaign.”
~ Leslie Carothers
Principal Savour Partnership
& The KaleidoscopePartnership

Angela Todd
Interior Designer · Visual Storyteller · Lifestyle Writer

Angela works masterfully with patterns, yet it’s almost
impossible to fit her into one.
Meeting Angela feels like walking into an old mid-western home. You are warmly welcomed, instantly at
ease, and sure that laughter will soon follow. You
sense there are many stories here, filled with affection
for the past and the lessons it has taught us. There’s
an appreciation of simple beauty, solidity and character—a reverence for houses that have stood the test of
time and can never be replaced.
At the same time, Angela’s personality exudes modernity, like a newly constructed home in an upscale
neighborhood. She is stylish and colorful, with bright
red hair and a quick smile. Her energy moves you
effortlessly forward, a one woman high speed Internet
of creative ideas. As soon as you meet, she’s reading
you like an Instagram feed, intuiting who you are and
what your home needs to express, then sharing fresh
design concepts that attune perfectly with your personal style. You’ll keep looking for the “like” button because you’re having so much fun.
This combination of timeless style and modern energy is what sets Angela apart. Her brand seamlessly
blends luxury and comfort, which appeals to upscale
clients and can even influence their design decisions.
She’s become well known for her creative pattern
blending and colorful storytelling. However, instead of
calling herself an interior designer, Angela sees herself
as a visual storyteller. She uses intuition and empathy
to connect with each client, then crafts their space to
reflect and nurture that individual’s personality, lifestyle
and dreams.
Angela has a passion for honoring the history and heritage of old homes, so she makes it her goal to preserve their quality construction and classic character
while retrofitting them to feel freshly modern. Her own
Portland home provides ample opportunity to express
these values. Here, you can finally nail her down to a
pattern—one that takes the shape of happiness. Inside
this 1916 Foursquare she surrounds herself with the
things she loves: music (she used to be a professional
musician), her partner (in life and in business), and two
happy golden retrievers.

BLING
:: Featured in Apartment Therapy
:: Awarded Interior Design Influencer 2020,
Designhounds
:: 'One Room Challenge' Guest Participant
:: Multiple Features in Oregon Home, Portrait of
Portland & The Oregonian
:: Voted Top 10 Interior Designers In Oregon
:: Past Radio Personality on KXL Radio &
Local Television Design Expert
:: Award Winning Designs - Remodeling
Excellence Awards & Street of Dreams
:: Former local NAHB Board Member
:: Contributing Editor to Local Newspapers
& National Blogs

INFLUENCE
WEBSITE :: 2.5K Average Page Views Per Month
PINTEREST :: 150k Monthly Viewers
INSTAGRAM :: 2300+ Followers, High Engagement
FACEBOOK :: 1300+ Followed
HOUZZ :: 1000+ Followers

::

COLOR

Comfortable Video Personality, Well-Spoken		
Excels at Writing and Storytelling		
Master at Color, Textile & Pattern Blending		
Midwest Approachability, West Coast Sensibility		
Works with Partner, Jeff		
Past Professional Singer and Front Person		
Two Exuberant Golden Retrievers

::

COLLABORATIONS

Caesarstone		
Waterworks		
Porcelanosa		
Mr. Steam		
Thermador		
Sherwin Williams

